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Abstract 

 
Plenty of research has been carried out in order to determine the effect of gamification on learner motivation. The 
purpose of this study was to combine the experimental research results examining the effect of gamification on 
learner motivation and conducted between the years of 2010-2017 through a meta-analysis. The random effects 
model was used in the study and the mean value for the effect size was estimated using Hedges’ g (0.54). The 
obtained Hedges’ g value corresponds to the moderate level of effect. Within the scope of the present study, the sub-
group analyses for the type of publication, the country where the research was conducted and the number of 
elements used in the design were also performed and it was determined that the effect size did not differ 
significantly according to the relevant sub-groups. 
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Introduction 
 

The term motivation, defined to be the driving force that prompts the individual into action for a 
particular purpose and ensures the continuity of behaviour (Ryan & Deci, 2000), stems from the Latin 
origin of “movere” with the meanings of moving and mobilising. Being regarded as the key to learning 
and achievement, motivation has been explained through a number of theories such as social cognitive 
theory, self-determination theory, achievement-goal orientation, and is grouped into intrinsic motivation, 
extrinsic motivation and non-motivation (Deci & Ryan, 1985). Although plenty of research has been done 
on what motivates people, it is almost impossible to draw a general framework in that there are many 
psychological factors motivating the individuals in addition to the different bases and the processes for 
each individual. While internal bases are more effective on the motivation of some people, the external 
stimuli are more useful for the others. However, it is clear that intrinsic or extrinsic motivation is more 
powerful together rather than alone. A well-motivated individual is even willing to do the hard work. 

The method of problem solving faced by Ross Smith offers a convenient model to concretize the 
case. The software of Microsoft Windows and Office which are used around the world and in many 
languages are constantly improving and renewing themselves. For each new release, the software needs to 
be thoroughly examined for all languages which is a very annoying, difficult and time-consuming task. 
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Smith faced with the problem of controlling the dialog boxes for different languages when Windows 7 
was first developed. It is clearly comprehensible how challenging the problem was when considering 
Windows 7 had more than half a million of dialog boxes and all should be checked for the whole 
languages. In search for a solution to the problem, Smith decided to gamify the process through the 
structure he called “Language Quality Game(LQG)”. LQG created an environment with competitive 
dynamics for the participants. During the game, the participants would review the boxes, report errors, 
and rise in the leaderboard through earning points. More than half a million dialogs were examined by 
4500 participants in short time and around 6700 errors were reported. The participants made great effort 
to win the game not only for themselves but also for the dignity of their own language (Werbach & 
Hunter, 2012). The process operated by Ross Smith is basically called gamification and the effect of this 
design on motivation is undeniable through making a specific task more enjoyable. As can be understood, 
the concept of gamification is defined as the use of game design in non-game areas (Deterding et.al., 
2011). The design, generally known as game design, consists of three main elements: dynamics, 
mechanics and components. The dynamics that can be regarded as the mystery structure of the system are 
the framework that determine the concept at utmost level. They provide integrity and consistency and 
consist of elements that are not so easy to describe, such as constraints in design, emotions, narration and 
progression structure. Mechanics are the elements that provide and regulate movement. Chance, 
competition, cooperation and challenges are among the mechanics in game design. While dynamics and 
mechanics describe how the system works, components represent the output of the system. Game design 
components can generally be listed as points, badges, levels, experience points (xp) and leaderboards 
(Bunchball, 2010; Werbach, 2014).  

The gamification design has many working areas from tourism to health, from shopping habits to 
city planning and its successful integration into the learning environment can be called as the gamification 
of education. The gamification of education can be exemplified with the use of the aforementioned game 
components such as points, badges and levels in educational environments through blending with game 
dynamics and mechanics. Many studies have been carried out to test the effects of the use of gamification 
in educational settings on achievement, engagement and attitude towards the lesson and they revealed the 
positive effects of gamification (Bell, 2014; Denny, 2013; Dominguez et.al., 2013; Foster, Sheridan, Irish, 
& Frost, 2012; Lee &Hammer, 2011; Measles & Abu-Dawood, 2015; Rouse, 2013; Toda et.al., 2014; 
Wongso, Rosmansyah, & Bandung, 2014; Wood & Reiners, 2012; Yildirim, 2016). Gamification design 
contributes to the learner motivation not only during the course but also in every single learning process. 
To illustrate, Toda et.al. (2014) mentions the positive contribution of gamification to the contestant 
motivation upon the students preparing for Mathematical Olympiad.  

The increase in primary research on gamification has led the researchers to investigate the effects 
of gamification from a broader perspective, and many studies have been conducted on the compilation of 
gamification (de Sousa Borges, Durelli, Reis & Isotani, 2014; Dicheva. Dichev, Agre & Angelova, 2015; 
Garland, 2015; Hamari, Koivisto & Sarsa, 2014; Mora, Riera, González & Arnedo-Moreno, 2015). It was 
observed that different theoretical frameworks (Deterding, 2011; Ryan & Deci, 2000) were used in the 
studies for “motivation” (e.g. Nicholson, 2012) in which gamification was studied to a great extent and 
even the concept of motivation was defined through it and primary studies on the subject were quite 
many. Among these research, some argued that the gamification design increased the learning motivation 
(Rouse, 2013; Toda et.al., 2014), while the ones claiming that this structure was nothing but a nonsense 
(e.g. Bogost, 2011; Chorney, 2012; Robertson, 2010; Todd, 2017) or reporting no effect on motivation 
(Polat, 2014). There are many studies on the effect of gamification on motivation and it is determined that 
different results have been obtained. In this regard, the following questions were sought in the present 
study conducted to combine the results of experimental studies examining the effect of gamification on 
learner motivation between 2010-2017 through meta-analysis. 

1. What is the effect of the gamification of education on learner motivation? 
2. Is the effect size of the gamification of education on learner motivation valid? 
3. Does the effect of the gamification of education on learner motivation differ by the type of 

academic publication (WoS, other index, thesis)? 
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4. Does the effect of the gamification of education on learner motivation differ by the country 
where the research was conducted (USA, Europe, other)? 

5. Does the effect of the gamification of education on learner motivation differ by the number of 
elements used in the gamification design? 

The study is significant in terms of revealing the effects of gamification design on learner 
motivation. It also examines the effect on motivation in terms of different cultures or the number of 
elements used (while single element is used in some studies, the others include more than one element, 
and some others have been carried out with full gamification design). This study is also substantial in 
terms of demonstrating the overall picture through systematically compiling and synthesizing the studies 
examining the effects of gamification on motivation, and thus guiding the researchers and practitioners 
who will apply the gamification design. 

 
 

Research Method 
 

The increase in the number of primary studies on a specific subject and the emergence of 
different results lead to the necessity to find a common ground. Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, and 
Rothstein (2009) defined meta-analysis as the endeavor of systematically combining the results of 
quantitative studies. In this study, meta-analysis method was used as it was attempted to bring together 
the results of quantitative studies systematically. For the meta-analysis process, Moher et al.’s (2009) 
PRISMA guidelines were followed.  

 
Data Sources and Search Strategy 
 

Within the scope of the research, Google Academic and Web of Science databases were searched 
in order to reach the proceeding papers and theses in addition to the articles. During the searching 
procedure of Google Academic database, the keyword patterns as follows: 
"intitle:gamification OR intitle:gamify" "education" "experimental OR empirical" "motivation" 

When searching the Web of Science database, the following keywords were chosen: 
“Title:Gamification” AND “Topic: Motivation” AND “Years: 2010-2017” 

It was aimed to reach all the studies in English language. The searching procedure in line with the 
purpose of the study was completed in May, 2018 and the studies in the 8-years period between 2010 and 
2017 were covered. 
 
Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 

 
 The inclusion criteria of the studies have been determined as; 

1. Being published between the years of 2010 – 2017, 
2. Being a thesis or an article written in English language, (the reasons of excluding the 

proceeding papers will be explained in the following section) 
3. Investigating the effect of gamification on learner motivation through experimental methods, 
4. To provide sufficient statistical information to estimate the effect size.  
According to the final search conducted in May 2018, a total of 1554 studies have been reached, 

1254 of which from Google Scholar and 300 of which from Web of Science. These studies were 
subjected to a pre-assessment and 325 of them were chosen to be examined in detail. Finally, a total of 22 
studies were included in the study in conformity with the inclusion - exclusion criteria. A total of 27 
effect sizes were obtained due to the fact that some of the 22 studies involved more than one experimental 
process and different experimental groups. As a result of the meta-analyses performed with 27 distinct 
effect sizes, it was revealed that there was a serious publication bias problem related to the validity of the 
obtained value. First of all, significant deviations from the symmetrical structure were observed according 
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to the examination of the funnel plot. The classic fail safe N value for the data consisting of 27 effect 
sizes was estimated to be 114 at .05 confidence level. All these findings referred to the publication bias.  

When the analysis of publication bias was deepened, it was observed that the challenge was 
originated from the proceeding papers. Cooper, Hedges, and Valentine (2009) express that the studies 
with relatively low quality of publication lead to publication bias and they can be readily eliminated to 
determine the effect size in a more valid way. In this regard, the meta-analysis was carried out with 18 
effect sizes obtained from the remaining 16 studies by excluding the proceeding papers. 
 
Demographic and Publication Characteristics 
 

The descriptive data of the experimental studies included in the meta-analysis and examining the 
effect of gamification on learner motivation were presented in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Descriptive information of the included research 

 
 Publication Pub. type Country Elements N 

1 Barrio, 2016 Wos Europe 2 or more elements 131 

2 Brühlmann, 2015 Thesis Europe 1 element 76 

3 Fitz-Walter, 2015 Thesis Other 2 or more elements 46 

4 Fitz-Walter, 2016 Wos Other 2 or more elements 50 

5 Hanus, 2015 Wos USA 2 or more elements 142 

6 Hong, 2014 Other index Other 2 or more elements 60 

7 Hsu, 2016a Thesis USA 2 or more elements 59 

8 Hsu, 2016b Thesis USA 2 or more elements 60 

9 Hudiburg, 2016 Thesis USA 2 or more elements 30 

10 Johnson, 2017 Thesis USA 2 or more elements 30 

11 Ketyi, 2016 Wos Europe 2 or more elements 64 

12 Kim, 2017 Wos USA 1 element 104 

13 Lieberoth, 2014a Wos Europe 1 element 45 

14 Lieberoth, 2014b Wos Europe 1 element 48 

15 Rouse, 2013 Thesis USA 1 element 58 

16 Serpe, 2017 Thesis USA 2 or more elements 30 

17 Stansbury, 2017 Wos USA 2 or more elements 93 

18 Yapici, 2017 Other index Other 2 or more elements 30 

 
In Table 1, the publication types are identified as Web of Science (SCI, SCI-Exp, SSCI, and 

AHCI), other indexes and thesis (master thesis or doctoral dissertation) when the descriptive information 
of the research is given. While the countries where the research was conducted have been listed as USA, 
Europe and other countries, the design title is grouped into the studies using many elements or a single 
element. It can be seen that the studies included in the meta-analysis were mostly conducted in the USA, 
benefit from the combination of different gamification elements and comprised a total of 1156 learners as 
the participants. 
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Coding Procedures and Sub-groups 
 
In order to obtain correct findings in meta-analysis studies, it should be ensured that the data is 

coded correctly (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001). In this respect, all data were coded separately by two distinct 
researchers and full compatibility was observed between the codes.  

There are 18 effect sizes obtained from 16 studies within the study. In this research, the data also 
collected about sub-groups to identify the situations in which the effect size may vary besides estimating 
the overall effect size. Therefore, publication years, types of publications, country where the research was 
conducted, design pattern and the statistical information given were reported in relation to the included 
studies. Within the scope of sub-group analysis; the differences by the type of publication (WoS, Other 
index, thesis), the country where the research was conducted (USA, Europe, Other Countries), and the 
number of elements used in the gamification design (1 element, 2 or more elements) were examined. 

 
Statistical Analysis 

 
In data analysis, what should be decided first is the transformation of the values obtained from 

different studies according to a specific standard score. The values gathered from difference-based 
research may be used through converting into Cohen’s d, Hedges’ g and Glass ∆ effect size values 
(Borenstein et.al., 2009). In this study, the values obtained from studies were analysed after their 
conversion into to Hedges’ g value. The interpretation of the effect sizes was made according to Cohen's 
(1988) criteria. The criteria indicated small, medium and large effect sizes with .2, .5 and .8, respectively. 
Furthermore, Q statistics and I2 values were examined to determine the heterogeneity of the studies. I2 
values indicate low, moderate and high level of heterogenity with 25, 50 and 75 percents, respectively 
(Higgins & Thompson, 2002). Sub-group analyses were also conducted with the grouping variables. 

 
Validity, Reliability and Publication Bias 

 
The validity of mean effect size estimates obtained from the data analysis is of great importance. 

The most potential threat to validity is publication bias. With this purpose in mind, publication bias was 
tested (Rothstein, Sutton, & Borenstein, 2005). In order to determine the validity, the funnel plot was 
tested with the Duval and Tweedie trim-and-fill method (Duval, & Tweedie; 2000). The researches 
included in the study demonstrated by hollow circles in the funnel plot. The closed discs also represent 
fictitious researches that must be included in the study to ensure that no publication bias emerges at all. 
According to the funnel plot, the hollow circles should be symmetrical on right-left sides in order to avoid 
publication bias. Rosenthal’s (1979) “fail safe N” value was also tested. 

The reliability of the research procedure was ensured by means of searching processes and effect 
size calculations made by two different researchers separately and the comparisons of findings. There was 
an agreement between two researchers in all these steps. 
 
 

Results 
 

This section presents the findings of the overall effect size, the validity of effect size estimates 
and the sub-group analyses respectively. 
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The results of the overall effect size 
 
Table 2 shows the heterogeneity tests and the effect sizes results in fixed and random effects models 
obtained by the combination of research results. 
 

Table 2. The Hedges’ g values and the test of heterogeneity 
 

 

The effect size for the data of the studies included in the meta-analysis was estimated to be 0.45 
based on fixed effect model with the 95% confidence interval of 0.33-0.56. Also, the effect size was 
estimated to be 0.54 according to the random effects model with the 95% confidence interval of 0.33-
0.75. The heterogeneity of the included studies in meta-analysis was tested (Borenstein et al., 2009). At 
this context, the Q(df=17) statistic was estimated to be 50.57 (p < .01). The obtained Q value indicated the 
heterogeneity of the data. Besides, I2 value estimated was 66.38% which imply heterogeneity, as well. 

The random effects model was used as the researchers assumed that the estimated differences 
between the learner motivations in the studies included in the meta-analysis differed beyond the sampling 
error. The estimated 0.54 Hedges’ g value corresponds to a moderate level of positive effect according to 
Cohen (1988). The forest plot showing the distribution of the effect sizes according to random effects 
model was given in Figure 1. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Forest Plot Showing the Distribution of the Effect Size of the Studies 
 

According to the forest plot shown in Figure 1, the highest effect on the estimated mean effect 
size is the study of Hanus and Fox (2015), while the lowest effect belongs to the research of Yapici and 

Model n ES Z SE 
%95 CI 

df Q p I2 Lower 
limit 

Upper 
limit 

Fixed 18 0.449 7.529 0.060 0.332 0.556 17 50.57 0.00 66.38 

Random 18 0.538 5.045 0.107 0.329 0.747     
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Karakoyun (2017). In addition, the values of the effect sizes confirm the results that the effect is in 
positive manner as 17 of them are positive while one solely is negative. 

 
 
The results of the validity of effect size estimates 
 
 

The mean effect size estimates obtained as a result of the research should reflect the facts. The 
most potential threat to the reality, namely validity, is publication bias. Therefore, the funnel plot 
submitted in Figure 2 was examined by Duval and Tweedie (2000) trim-and-fill method to investigate 
whether the obtained effect size fit for purpose as stated by Rothstein, Sutton, and Borenstein (2005). 

 

 
Figure 2. Funnel Plot 

 
It can be said that the funnel plot drawn for the researches in this study is symmetrical. According 

to Duval and Tweedie's (2000) trim-and-fill method, the number of fictitious studies that must be added in 
order to avoid publication bias is five. This indicates that there is no publication bias. Moreover, 
Rosenthal's (1979) “fail safe N” number was also calculated for assessment of publication bias (Rothstein, 
Sutton, & Borenstein, 2005). The number of fail-safe N was calculated as 315 at .05 confidence level. 
This means that at least 315 studies with opposite results must be found in the literature to invalidate the 
results of this meta-analysis. The number of 315 is more than three times the value of 100 obtained by the 
formula 5k + 10 (k=18) (Fragkos, Tsagris, & Frangos, 2014). This finding also reveals that the results are 
valid. 

 
The results of the sub-group analyses 
 

Besides the overall effect size analysis, sub-group analysis was conducted to determine in which 
the heterogeneity of the findings originated from.  
             • In the sub-group analysis, it was first examined whether the type of publication causes a 
statistically significant difference. The results of analog to ANOVA on whether the effect of gamification 
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on learner motivation differed by the type of publication based on random effects model were presented 
in Table 3. 
 

Table 3. Differences in Effect Size by Publication Type in Random Effects Model 
 

Group n ES SE 
% 95 CI 

df QB p Lower 
limit 

Upper 
limit 

WoS 8 0.521 0.141 0.245 0.796 2 1.216 0.545 

Other index 2 1.125 0.604 -0.058 2.309    
Thesis 8 0.439 0.171 0.104 0.774    
Overall 18 0.508 0.107 0.298 0.717    

 
The fact that the heterogeneity value of the sub-groups belonged to publication types (QB=1.216, 

p > .05) is smaller than the chi-square critical value of 5.99 indicates that there aren’t statistically 
significant differences among the groups. In other words, the effect of gamification on learner motivation 
is similar in different types of publications. 
            •  In the sub-group analysis, it was secondarily tested whether the country where the research was 
conducted causes a statistically significant difference. The results of analog to ANOVA on whether the 
effect of gamification on learner motivation differed by the country of research based on random effects 
model were given in Table 4. 
 

Table 4. Differences in Effect Size by the Country of Research in Random Effects Model 
 

Group n ES SE 
% 95 CI 

df QB p Lower 
limit 

Upper 
limit 

USA 9 0.514 0.139 0.242 0.786 2 0.677 0.713 
Europe 5 0.449 0.212 0.034 0.863    
Other 4 0.753 0.310 0.145 1.361    

Overall 18 0.526 0.109 0.313 0.739    
 

The fact that the heterogeneity value of the sub-groups (QB=0.677, p > .05) is smaller than the 
chi-square critical value of 5.99 indicates that there aren’t statistically significant differences among the 
groups. In other words, the effect of gamification on learner motivation is similar and moderate level in 
different countries. 
             •  In the sub-group analysis, it was finally examined whether the number of elements used in 
gamification design causes a statistically significant difference. The results of analog to ANOVA on 
whether the effect of gamification on learner motivation differed by the number of elements used in its 
design based on random effects model were shown in Table 5. 
 
Table 5. Differences in Effect Size by the Number of Elements Used in Random Effects Model 

 

Group n ES SE 
% 95 CI 

df QB p Lower 
limit 

Upper 
limit 

1 element 5 0.739 0.169 0.407 1.070 1 1.831 0.176 
2 or more 
elements 13 0.453 0.126 0.205 0.701    

Overall 18 0.556 0.101 0.357 0.754    
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The fact that the heterogeneity value of the sub-groups (QB=1.831, p > .05) is smaller than the 
chi-square critical value of 3.84 implies that there aren’t statistically significant differences between the 
groups. In other words, the effect of gamification on learner motivation does not differ by the number of 
elements used. That is, the use of single element or multiple elements has a similar and moderate level 
effects on motivation. 

 
 

Conclusion and Discussion 
 

The gamification of education was previously defined as the integration of the game design 
including dynamics, mechanics and components into the educational environments. There has been a 
great number of experimental research on whether the game design equivalently motivates the individual 
when playing game in educational settings. In the present study, the effects of gamification on learner 
motivation were attempted to reveal through combining the results of the aforementioned experimental 
studies. In this regard, a total of 27 effect sizes were obtained from articles, dissertations and the 
proceeding papers. The results of the meta-analyses performed with 27 effect sizes indicated that there 
was serious publication bias with regard to the validity of the obtained value. As the investigations on the 
available data were deepened, it was concluded that the publication bias was largely stemmed from the 
proceeding papers, and they were excluded as offered by Cooper, Hedges, and Valentine (2009). After the 
exclusion of the proceeding papers, the meta-analysis was operated with 18 effect sizes from the 
remaining 16 studies. According to the research results obtained from 18 experimental studies with 1156 
learners, it was determined that gamification had a moderate level positive effect on learner motivation 
(ES=0.54). The sub-group analyses were performed considering that the effect in question could be 
differentiated by certain sub-groups. As a result, it was ascertained that the obtained effect size did not 
differ in terms of the type of publication (WoS, Other index, thesis), the country where the research was 
conducted (USA, Europe, Other Countries), and the number of elements used in the gamification design 
(1 element, 2 or more elements). The findings of the study were limited to the findings of scientific papers 
and theses assessed as part of systematic literature review. The present study is substantial in terms of 
contributing to the literature in terms of statistically identifying the overall effect of gamification on 
learner motivation. 

 
It is emphasized that education reforms are needed in order to draw attention to the use of 

technologies that will increase the effectiveness of distance learning as a result of the fact that distance 
learning has become mandatory in all education levels especially with the global pandemic period and 
this process is completely mediated by digital technologies (TEDMEM, 2020). To put it more clearly, it is 
expected that technology-oriented education reforms will be realized in the near future. According to the 
TIMSS (2019) report, it is seen that teachers' rate of using digital technologies that support teaching and 
learning are related to student success (Kelly, Centurino, Martin, & Mullis, 2020). The present research is 
important in terms of compiling the experimental results in the literature on gamification, which mediates 
the increase of learner motivation, which is one of the important components of distance learning 
regarding the reforms expected to be carried out. Quizizz, Kahoot!, Socrative are just a few of the many 
gamification apps with extremely easy to use, user-friendly interfaces. 

 
To begin with, the shortage of primary studies reached with regard to the research criteria can be 

regarded as the indication of the necessity of further experimental research with statistical information as 
stated by Dicheva et.al. (2015). The moderate level positive effect of the gamification design on learner 
motivation exhibits the effectiveness of gamification design. Meta-analysis studies conducted in the 
related literature also contain similar results. For example, in a meta-analysis study in which 18 primary 
studies were included conducted by Kim and Castelli (2021), the motivation in gamified environments 
was determined through variables such as participation level and the overall effect size (Cohen's d) was 
found as 0.48. Zhang, Yu, and Yu (2021) also conducted a meta-analysis study in which they compiled 
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the effect of gamification on achievement and motivation. This study also indicates that gamification 
could enhance learner achievement (Cohen's d=0.62) and motivation (Cohen's d=0.61). The present 
validates the individual experimental research demonstrating that gamification increases motivation 
through interviews, attendance statistics and etc. (Buckley & Doyle, 2016) and the results obtained from 
the compilation of studies in the literature (Hamari, Koivisto & Sarsa, 2014), and it also confirms the 
discourse of “increasing motivation” within the definitions of gamification (Dicheva, Dichev, Agre & 
Angelova, 2015). It suggests that gamification can be used in learning environments considering that 
motivation is crucial to create desirable outcomes. 

 
The sub-group analysis results proving that the aforementioned effect did not differ by the type of 

publication and the country of research can be seen as the evidence for the prevalence of this kind of 
impact. This finding supports the proposition that gamification should be used to increase motivation over 
again. The effect of gamification on learner motivation was found to be similar according to the 
examination by different types of publication. While, it corresponds to the moderate level of effect for the 
publications of Web of Science and thesis, the high level of effect was observed in the publications of 
other index. The research included eight Web of Science, eight theses and two other index primary 
research. It can be asserted that the effect of gamification on motivation in the sub-group of other index 
publication type was found to be relatively higher as the reliability of the results may have been affected 
by the difference among the primary research numbers (Ayaz & Soylemez, 2015).  

 
On the other hand, the use of one or more elements in gamification design or the application of 

the full gamification yields similar effect. This finding is in agreement with the results of the relevant 
literature (Mekler, Brühlmann, Opwis, & Tuch 2013). In their research, Mekler et.al. (2013) concluded 
that the groups of points, meaningful framing and the combination of the two had a similar effect on 
motivation. From this point of view, it can be claimed that even a single element is sufficient to increase 
learner motivation in a purposeful design involving the dynamics and mechanics of gamification. 
Considering that achievement and the desirable learning outcomes are fundamental and that motivation 
has a positive relationship with achievement, it is advisable to use gamification elements as much as 
possible. Moreover, we can conclude that it is possible to start with a single element and the others can be 
integrated during the ongoing process since one or more elements in true gamification design has been 
found to produce similar effect as a result of the meta-analysis. 

 
The positive effect of gamification on motivation has been ascertained as the common result of 

different studies which make us infer that gamification can be used effectively to support learner 
motivation and gamification design will gain importance in the era of digitalization. 
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